
TRADITIONAL MALAY THEATRE

Bangsawan (Jawi: Ø¨Ú Ø³Ø§ÙˆÙ†) is a type of traditional Malay opera or theatre performed by a troupe, and
accompanied by music and sometimes dances.

Most roles are performed by women and the stories are based on ancient Malay folk tales peopled with royal
characters, divinities and clowns. Long songs are sung either in a couching or a sitting position. Scene changes
are announced by means of dances, which are performed inside the circle. Battle scenes are often enacted by
the use of movements and poses of the pentjak silat martial arts. Selected scenes from the basic stories, already
familiar to the audience, are enacted, and much space is given to the improvisation. This university is one of
the active centres of theatre and theatre research. A typical Mak Yong performance opens with an offering
followed by dances, acting and music as well as improvised monologues and dialogues. The fertile local
Malay legends and epics such as the " Sulalatus Salatin " provides storylines and theme for the story to
develop. In some places performances are only allowed to be staged for tourists not local people. The opening
mantra in wayang kelantan originally used Thai incantations and, as late as the s, the Malaysian genre was
referred to as wayang siam Siamese shadow puppetry. Their exquisite design follows exact rules and models.
Wayang kulit was originally introduced from India and has traditionally been an art form that thrived in
villages and rural areas. The northern provinces of Malaysia were at times under Thai rule, and the population
of the border areas has intermingled, and it is thus only natural that the Thai traditions of the performing arts
were established in these areas. Main puteri has features common to some other animistic ritual performances
around Southeast Asia and even Sri Lanka. Music, dance and costumes are used depending on the story being
told. In an attempt was made by the theatre specialist Ghulam-Sarwar Yousof to create a new kind of shadow
theatre, wayang kulit malaysia. The leather silhouette figures were painted in older times with non-transparent
enamel colours, whereas now transparent ink is generally used. Traditionally, nora has been interwoven with
elements of ancestor worship and spirit possession while, at the same time, it is also a complex form of
dance-drama. For example, plays with Indian themes are accompanied by Indian Bollywood-kind music and
costuming in order to refer to India, and Chinese stories were staged similarly with some references to Chinese
music and visual elements. The main puteri ceremony is accompanied by a small orchestra. Seated in the dark,
the audience watch the figure of the virtuous Sri Rama suddenly appear. He sits behind the white screen,
operates the puppets, tells and improvises the story, and also leads the accompanying percussion-dominated
orchestra. It represents the unified cosmos and begins, ends, and signals transitions in the play. At present,
mak yong is very rare, high-quality performers are becoming scarce, and even recordings of mak yong, either
on CD or DVD seem almost impossible to find in Malaysia. Present-day mak yong combines indigenous
rituals with elements borrowed from Indonesia, the Near East, and the nora tradition of Thailand. Donations
are welcome and will be accepted at the event. Although most traditional Malay dances were influenced by
India, Java and other parts of Southeast Asia, mak yong's singing and musical repertoire are unique. As is
often the case in Asia, the stories are rarely staged from the beginning to the end. Until the early 20th century
it was customary that these scenes followed each other in a certain order, but this practice was later abolished.
It is an embodiment of the complex syncretistic belief system of the region where it is performed. Sometimes
it is actually performed combined with the healing ritual described above, main puteri. Hours of prayers are
followed by invocations and offerings. It was banned by the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party in because of its
animist and Hindu-Buddhist roots which pre-date Islam in the Asian region by far. The most sophisticated,
albeit rarely performed, tradition is mak yong, an ancient form of sung dance-drama from the state of
Kelantan. In Malaysia today, emphasis is more on clowning, music and invented stories rather than the Hindu
Ramayana. Sometimes Islamic stories, such as the Adventures of Amir Hamzah, are performed. Most of the
traditional performing art traditions described above belong to a smaller cultural sphere, main puteri and mak
yong to sultanates of the east coast, with its long Hindu-Buddhist tradition, and others to either Chinese or
Indian etc. Details are made clear by punching holes in leather. In the traditional village setting, the
performances are held on a temporary open-walled stage constructed of wood and palm leaves. It is are based
on the Hindu epics the Ramayana and Mahabharata and performed by puppeteers known as dalang who stands
behind a screen and chants the story. Etymology[ edit ] In the Malay language , bangsawan means
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"nobleman". The dlang works their jaws, speaking a mix of Kelantanese and Thai while the sound of drums,
gongs and horn rises to a crescendo. It has a vast repertoire consisting mainly of dramatised folk-tales.
Nowadays the performances usually start at around 8 PM and end at around midnight.


